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IFM Ops Challenge Team WINS
Ohio Division II Title
IFM recently put together our first Operations Challenge Team and competed
on May 22, 2013 at Northwestern Water and Sewer District in Bowling Green,
OH during the Ohio WEA Operations Challenge Event.
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Operations Challenge, or better known as Ops Challenge, is a national event
sanctioned by WEF (Water Environment Federation) where wastewater professionals compete in a team format in five primary wastewater events. A complete video and competition library is posted @ http://weftec.org/
opschallenge/ The competitions include Safety, Process Control, Maintenance,
Collections and Laboratory.
The Safety event emulates a confined space entry and rescue, Process Control is
a test on key wastewater operations and monitoring, Maintenance is based on
submersible pump and mixer repair, Collections simulates an emergency sewer
main repair and tap, while the Laboratory event simulates setting up BOD5
samples and analyzing. All competitions are timed and judged for following
proper technique and skills required in the daily lives of wastewater operators
around the nation.
Team IFM, now known as the RECLAMATORS, was appointed by Tom Horn
(Coach) earlier in the year. The team consists of Neil Pry (Captain), Tommy
Roth, Ann Scott, Dalton Gordon and alternate Troy Houser. The team performed under pressure and came out as champions with the Division II Title,
allowing the team to advance to Nationals.
Practicing of the events will continue through October, when the RECLAMATORS will travel to Chicago and compete on a national stage at WEFTEC in
October. Stay posted for future updates as we continue to
work to
competing @ WEFTEC 2013.
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Longtime Friend Wins Prestigious National Utility Award

Kevin Gladden, middle

Longtime IFM friend, Kevin Gladden of the Village of Genoa, recently received the American Public Power
Association (APPA) Larry Hobart Seven Hats Award for his involvement with the Village of Genoa electric
utilities.
Kevin, currently the Village Administrator for the Village of Genoa, has been recognized nationally for the
variety of duties he has managed and oversaw while with the Village. This recently includes the oversight of a
$5 million dollar electric infrastructure upgrade.
IFM has had the pleasure of working with Kevin for over 10 years through water and wastewater operations
that  also  fall  under  Kevin’s  direct  supervision.
IFM wishes to congratulate Kevin Gladden on his professional accomplishments.

Compressed Natural Gas Vehicles
In   the   Spring   of   2012,   we   announced   our   purchase   of   the   Ford   Transit   “green”   vehicle   using   CNG  
(compressed natural gas) for fuel. The Transit is bi-fueled, which means it has the ability to run on CNG or
regular gasoline. Why think about converting your vehicle or purchasing a CNG vehicle? CNG burns substantially cleaner and costs around $1.65 - $2.25 per gallon in the Columbus area. In researching converting
gasoline vehicles over to CNG, we have learned that it takes approximately 6 months turn around time on the
investment of the conversion. A 4-cylinder, economy car costs about $500 - $600 in fuel per year to run on
CNG. This, of course depends on the number of miles you drive per
day. The car can go about 90 miles on 460 cu. ft. of CNG. One
drawback we are running into, is the lack of CNG filling stations in
Northwest Ohio. This is something that IFM is looking into addressing in the near future. If you are interested in owning a CNG vehicle,
but leery due to the lack of fuel availability, please contact Gail Nagel
at gnagel@ifmenviro.com. We would really like to hear what others
are thinking about taking this step to a more energy efficient vehicle.
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Licenses and Certifications
We would like to congratulate the following IFM employees for recently receiving licenses and certifications:
Don Eagle, Columbus Office, Water Class 1 Operator
Kyla McKee, Columbus Office, Water Class A, Operator In Training
Laura Alexander, McClure Office, Water Class 1, Operator In Training
Troy Houser, McClure Office, Water Class A Operator, WQA Certified Water Specialist
Aubrie Koontz, McClure Office, WQA Certified Water Specialist; Wastewater Analysis Certification
IFM is proud to have over 20 licenses operating in our facilities.

Employee Corner
This newsletter issue is featuring Mr. Thomas Roth. Tommy is a Senior Operator
for IFM and has been with us since March 2000. He is a proven leader in operations of municipal and industrial treatment systems. Mr. Roth has grown into a
versatile operator and maintenance technician that can quickly identify treatment
problems, their causes and remedy often in one visit. He has also become relied
upon by IFM staff for timely and proper troubleshooting tips for extended aeration
package plants, collection systems, lift stations and pure water systems.
Tommy is often called directly by clients with emergency situations that he can
quickly troubleshoot and remedy, often avoiding clients costly bypass pumping or
overflow events. He is currently Operator of Record for a number of water and
wastewater treatment systems throughout Ohio and is a Certified Class I Ohio EPA
Wastewater Works Operator and Certified Class A Ohio EPA Water Supply
Operator.

New Employee at IFM
IFM welcomes Gail Nagel to its team of employees as Office Assistant / Receptionist. Gail started working
for us in February and brings with her over 20 years of experience in the office setting and 6 years working
with water treatment. She is a life-long Wood County resident and is married with four girls that are very active  in  sports  and  horses,  keeping  her  busy  when  she’s  out  of  the  office.
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Local Village Aeration System Upgraded
IFM was recently contracted to replace the aeration equipment on one of the aerobic sludge digesters for a
nearby village as a turn-key installation. The new aeration equipment would be SSI’s  AFD350  (12”)  fine  
bubble disc diffusers with compression molded EPDM membrane c/w QC saddle connections. This included
the   8”   header   and   (20)   4”   tributary   lines   saddled   with   the   12”   diffuser   disc. There was 204 diffuser discs
installed total. The old equipment was removed from the tank by the village. IFM had to install all the stainless
steel brackets and supports.
The project was done to replace the older tube style diffusers that were not producing the right amount mixing
in the tank. The project took approximately 2.5 days of labor to complete.

IFM Expands Rental Equipment Fleet
IFM recently mobilized a filtration system for an industrial wastewater treatment facility in NW Ohio in need
of temporary filtration to maintain compliance and proper treatment. This application utilized a triplex 42"
diameter filtration system and was able to mobilize the filters with virgin media within 5 working days. This
system filtered clarified water prior to further filtration system lessening solids loadings and improving
effluent.
IFM provided a booster pump package as well, and the system operated as high as 200 gpm through all three
filters or about 80 gpm through one individual filter. Each vessel was backwashed individually using filtered
water from the other two filters with manual valve configuration and operation.
IFM has quite an inventory of pumps, filtration vessels, membranes and membrane equipment available for
rental / emergency service. Please see the back page for more details.
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Doing  “Friendly”  Business
During  the  Ohio  Division  II  Ops  Challenge,  there  was  a  “friendly”  wager-on-the-side between the two department  heads.  Whichever  team    didn’t  win,  the  boss  would  have  to  wear  a  dress  to  work.    Despite  the  IFM  team  
being bribed, it was a very close competition and both teams were quite impressive! We were surprised
though at how quickly the opposing department head was able to find appropriate attire to wear to work the
next day and applaud him for his good sportsmanship and sense of humor!

IFM Trash Clean-up
On June 26, 2013, IFM again held their bi-annual Adopt-a-Highway trash pick-up. The 2-mile stretch that
runs in front of IFM and to the village limits was adopted as an effort to help the community and set a good
example. Sixteen total bags were collected.

What is the main thing that wastewater treatment plants do?
Speed up the biological decomposition of waste in water. Chemicals
are expensive and therefore, not heavily used to speed the biological
decomposition of wastewater. Instead, the focus tends to be towards
maintaining a large healthy population of micro-organisms that need
food and air. So air is typically blown into large wastewater tanks so
the micro-organisms can breath as they eat their "food".
▪The  United  States  uses  about  346,000  million  gallons  of  fresh  water  every  day.  
▪The  United  States  uses  nearly  80  percent  of  its  water  for  irrigation  and  thermoelectric  power.  
▪The  average  person  in  the  United  States  uses  anywhere  from  80-100 gallons of water per day. Flushing the
toilet actually takes up the largest amount of this water.
▪Approximately  85  percent  of  U.S.  residents  receive  their  water  from  public  water  facilities.  The  remaining  
15 percent supply their own water from private wells or other sources.
▪By  the  time  a  person  feels  thirsty,  his  or  her  body  has  lost  over  1  percent  of  its  total  water  amount.  
▪The  weight  a  person  loses  directly  after  intense  physical  activity  is  weight  from  water,  not  fat.  

Organization

Industrial Fluid Management, Inc.
2926 US Highway 6
McClure, OH 43534
4637 Northwest Pkwy
Phone: 419-748-7438/866-435-4436
Fax: 419-748-7460
4637 Northwest Pkwy.
Hilliard, OH 43026
Phone: 614-527-3813
Fax: 614-876-2502
Uniquely Qualified to Address Your
Wastewater and Water Needs
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IFM Rental Equipment Available
We have a variety of equipment that is available to rent. If interested, please contact us for more information
and to make a reservation.
*RO Test Unit, (2) BW30-2540 membranes
*5 gpm BW RO
*Grundfos CR-4 used 20 gpm @ 175 psi
*Grundfos pump CRN-1 used 4-11 gpm @ 60 psi
*SSV pump used 150 gpm @ 45 psi
*Tonka pump used 10 gpm @ 400 psi,
15 gpm @ 350 psi, 20 gpm @ 238 psi
*Tonka used pump 18 gpm @ 346 psi,
105 gpm @ 430 psi, 205 gpm @ 240 psi
*21 gpm brackish water RO w/ (14) BW30-4040
membranes
*Portable Ion exchanges of multiple sizes &
removal capabilities

*0.5 gpm Seawater RO w/ (2) SW30-2521 membranes
*1 gpm Seawater RO w/ (2) SW30-2540 membranes
*Grundfos CRN-5 used pump 15-50 gpm @ 60 psi
*Grundfos CRN3-5 pump new 6-20 gpm @ 65 psi
*SSV pump used 10 gpm @ 162 psi, 40 gpm @ 65 psi
*IFM Multiple membrane configuration UF
*9 gpm brackish water RO w/ (6) BW30-4040 membranes
*(2) Multiple filtration assembly skid for piloting design
*Grundfos vertical multistage pump 30 hp
*Membrane  cleaning  skid  can  clean  any  4”  dia.  or  8”  dia.
spiral wound membrane

